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Hockey for Heroes announce Operation Endure tour in aid of Help for Heroes. 

On the 26th May 2018, Hockey for Heroes will commence their first ever ladies operation starting at the National 
Hockey Centre in Glasgow and finishing on the 2nd of June at Canterbury Hockey Club, all in aid of Help for 
Heroes.  
 
#OpEndure will involve the ladies team traveling across the UK taking part in 8 military challenges and playing 28 
hockey games over the course of an eight day period. 
 
The team will start their tour in Glasgow on the 26th May and will finish on 2nd June in Canterbury.  The final day 
will include hockey games along with a family fun day featuring various activities including a bouncy castle, 
inflatable pitch racers and many other family themed activities. 
 
Throughout the tour the squad of 25 will start the day with a physical exercise set by a military instructor 
including log races, assault courses, interval runs and other physical challenges that will push the ladies to their 
physical and mental limits . 
 
Following the physical challenges the squad will play up to 4 games of hockey aday against teams from across 
the armed forces and local clubs. To complete each club day the squad will hold an auction allowing attendees to 
bid for a range of exclusive items before formally thanking the host club for being part of #OpEndure. 
 
‘’In May 2018 we embark on our first ever Hockey For Heroes Ladies Tour. Operation Endure, a full on, 8 day 
endurance event incorporating 3/4 games of hockey a day. The name of the task is very much reflective of what 
the ladies are going to go through. Each day there will be a military endurance task from Log Races to weighted 
speed marches similar to that of the Royal Marines and The Parachute Regiment. The Girls are going to go 
through some serious physical and mental pain barriers during the execution of Operation Endure.” Says Joel 
Forrester, Hockey for Heroes CEO. 
 
“The people involved in this journey are inspirational! Everyone’s reason for being a part of Hockey for Heroes 
may be different but our values, passion and sheer determine bring a force so positive and so mind blowing it’s 
infectious. Struggles develop your strength and when you’re going through hardships we never surrender, that is 
our strength. #OpEndure is our next adventure and I’m truly humbled to embark on it with an amazing bunch of 
people. ” Says Chloe Hobson, Hockey for Heroes Ladies Captain. 
 

Clubs and teams taking part in #OpEndure: 
 
Saturday 26th May - Wildcats HC, Glasgow  
 
11.00 Wildcat HC Ladies  
12.30 Scotland Select Team  
14.00 Wildcats HC Mixed  
 
Sunday 27th May - Leeds HC  
 
11:00 Doncaster 
12:30 Wakefield 
14:00 Ben Rhydding 
15:30 Leeds HC 
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Monday 28th May - Leicester HC  
 
11.00 Loughborough University  
12.30 Stourport HC 
14.00 Beeston HC 
15.30 Leicester HC 
 
Tuesday 29th May - Bowdon, Manchester  
 
15.00 Bowden Development  
16.30 Bowden U18’s  
19.00 Bowdon Ladies 

 
Wednesday 30th May - Old Silhillians, Solihull  
 
16.00 Military Medical Corp  
17.30 Sutton All Stars in Olympians  
19.00 University of Birmingham HC  
 
Thursday 31st May - Reading HC  
 
15.30 Reading Uni 
17.00 Sonning HC 
19.00 Reading HC  
 
Friday 1st June - Guildford HC  

 
15.30 Military Team 
17.00 Wimbledon 
18.00 Guildford HC 
 
Saturday 2nd June - Canterbury HC  
 
11.00 Maidstone HC 
12.30 Tunbridge Wells HC 
14.00 Maidstone HC 
15.30 Canterbury HC 
 
About Hockey for Heroes 
Using field hockey as our sport, Hockey for Heroes raise funds for Help for Heroes. Our efforts date back to 2012 
and encompass a mixture of exceptional physical exertion combined with playing hockey. In 2015 our team 
toured the UK for 10 days, played 33 matches across 3 Countries and climbed Scafell Pike, Snowdon and Ben 
Nevis. During that tour we raised over £50,000 for Help for Heroes. In 2018 we completed our #OpStretcher tour 
over 10 days, playing 30 games of hockey and walking 200 miles carrying an injured servicemen on a stretcher. 
#OpStretcher raised over £63,000 for Help for Heroes. 
 
Further information about the charity and the tour is available at www.hockeyforheroes.co.uk 
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